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Quite recently M. Olimpiu Boitos published a book 
entitled “ The Cultural Development of Transylvania” 
which deals with the results of Rumanian rule in 

Transylvania. In his book M. Boitos devotes particular 
attention to the development of public education. In this 
chapter the author complains that in 1910, in the Hungarian 
areas allotted to Rumania the number of illiterates repre
sented 43.10 and — in the territory of historical Transylvania 
proper —  49.50% respectively of the total population. 
Illiteracy was particularly unbounded in the counties with 
Rumanian populations. In Alsofeher County, for instance, 
the proportion of illiterates was 59.20%, in Tordaaranyos 
County 62.90%, in Szolnok-Doboka County 72.40%, in 
Kolozs County 64.40% and in Maramaros County 73.20%. 
In 1910 the number of persons able to read and write in 
the territory of historical Transylvania was only 51.50%. 
In the course of the next twenty years this proportion 
advanced to 67% (in 1930). During the fifteen years between 
1920 and 1936 the Rumanian State built 729 new schools.

Without wishing in any way to disparage the educa
tional efforts of the Rumanian Governments, we must 
protest a limine against every attempt to enhance the merits 
of Rumanian education by underrating the efforts made by 
the Hungarian educational authorities. Taken absolutely, 
the development of Rumanian education is numerically a 
praiseworthy achievement: but it is relatively speaking open 
to criticism in its particulars. As for the illiteracy of so 
striking a character in evidence among the Rumanian 
inhabitants of Hungary, it cannot under any circumstances
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be laid at the doors of the Hungarian Government, for in 
1912, for instance, the proportion of illiterates in the 
‘ ‘Regat” (Old Rumania) was 60.7%, —  a state of things 
considerably worse than that prevailing in Transylvania. 
And, though there were certain counties in Transylvania in 
which in 1910 the proportion of illiterates was 64.40%, 
71.40% and even 73.20%, an investigation of the conditions 
then prevailing in the "Regat” will reveal the fact that 
there were a large number of counties in that kingdom in 
which the proportion of illiterates was just as large, or 
even larger. In the counties of Valcea, Arges, Dambovita, 
Suzau, Tecuci, Husi and Botosani, for instance, the propor
tion of illiterates ranged from 60% to 65%; in the counties 
of Mehedinti, Dolj, Gorj, Romanati, Bacau, Roman and 
Vaslui the proportion of illiterates was 65— 70%: and in 
the counties of Olt, Teleorman, Drohoiu and Constanta 70 
— 75%. And there was one county in which the proportion 
of illiterates was almost 80%. The illiteracy of so striking 
a character in evidence among the Rumanians cannot thereby 
by any means be explained as having been the result of 
foreign — in particular Magyar oppression: for in 1912 
the number of Rumanians able to read and write was pro
portionately far larger in Hungary than in "free” Rumania. 
This follows naturally also from the fact that, whereas in 
1914, in the days of Hungarian rule, there was 1 elementary 
school using Rumanian as the medium of instruction for 
every 1116 Rumanian inhabitants, the proportion of such 
schools in the "Regat” at the same period was only 1 for 
every 1718 inhabitants. Great as may have been the advance 
in the number of Rumanians able to read and write during 
the first 10 years of Greater Rumania —  the proportion 
having risen in the "Regat” from 39.3% (1920) to 55.8% 
(1930) — , the number of illiterates in 1930 was still a 
startlingly large one; for in that year, in the whole territory 
of Rumania, 43% of the inhabitants over six years of age 
were unable to read or write. On the other hand, it must 
not be forgotten that the number of persons able to read
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and write quoted in this connection includes also the Ma
gyars, Germans and Jews who comprise considerably larger 
proportions of persons able to read and write, thereby 
contributing in a very great measure to improve the general 
ratio for the whole country. It is not very probable that the 
proportion of the ethnically Rumanian population able to 
read and write was in 1930 more than 55%. This figure, 
however, reveals the existence of an enormous proportion 
of illiterates, — especially when we consider that in 1930, 
in Dismembered Hungary, the proportion of illiterates was 
only 9.8% of the number of persons over 6 years of age 
(not, as in Rumania, of those over 7 years of age). The 
illiteracy of the Rumanians in Transylvania cannot be attri
buted to factors outside the Rumanians themselves, — e. 
g. to so-called foreign oppression — , but solely and ex
clusively to the specific moments guiding the destiny of the 
Rumanian people, — the fact that their settlements are of 
a relatively recent date, and the circumstance that the bulk 
of the Rumanian people were still engaged primarily in 
pastoral pursuits as recently as the eighteenth century, only 
turning to agriculture as a pursuit in the nineteenth century. 
In view of the original exceptional backwardness of the 
Rumanians in this respect, the advance of the proportion of 
persons able to read and write from 39% to 55% is a 
rather indifferent result. The indifferent character of the 
result is confirmed also by the figures which disclose the 
failure of Rumanian elementary education. Whereas in the 
period between 1921 and 1932 only 59.8% of Rumanian 
children of schooling age attended school regularly, in 
Czecho-Slovakia and Hungary the corresponding propor
tions were 100% and 95% respectively. The number of 
children enrolled in schools who in Rumania during the 
same ten years had to repeat their classes, abandoned their 
studies or were expelled from school, was 6.989.358. This 
figure represents no less than 37.8% of the total number of 
children of schooling age enrolled in the schools. The pro
portion of pupils compelled to repeat their classes was
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actually 30% of the total number of pupils of schooling age 
enrolled! There is no other country in Europe showing 
a failure of public education of such glaring dimensions and 
so undisguised a character. The efforts made by Rumania 
in the field of elementary education cannot be described 
as great even in financial respects, a circumstance 
revealed chiefly by the fact that, whereas in the ten years 
1921— 1932 Dismembered Hungary —  a country which had 
far less headway to make in elementary education than 
Rumania —  appropriated on the average 14.2% of its 
total Budget for public education purposes, Rumania ap
propriated for the same purposes only 12.5%. That being 
so, there can be hardly any doubt that, if it had been left 
in the possession of Hungary, Transylvania would be able 
to show far greater results in the field of elementary 
education.

In the chapter of his book dealing with secondary edu
cation M. Olimpiu Boitos notes with gratification that, 
whereas in 1918-—19 the number of "lyceums” in Transyl
vania was only 25 and that of lower-grade secondary 
schools only 66, ten years later, in the school-year 1928-29, 
the number of “ lyceums” had risen to 49 and that of lower- 
grade secondary schools to 77. The explanation is that the 
new rulers of Transylvania were anxious to educate with 
magic rapidity a Rumanian middle class to replace the 
Magyar and German middle classes which had previously 
served in the public administration and in the economic life 
of the province. After the putting into force of the Treaty 
of Trianon some 200.000 Magyars —  mostly belonging to 
the middle classes — had to leave their native land and 
move to Dismembered Hungary. The bitter fruits of this 
absurd procedure very soon made their effects sensibly felt 
by the Rumanian State and Rumanian society too; the neiv 
Rumanian middle class was so rapidly organized, being 
recruited from riff-raff elements, so poorly provided intel
lectually and so completely over-dimensioned, that the 
intellectual proletariat thus artificially expanded shook the
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foundations of the whole country. It is to this intellectual 
proletariat that must be traced the origin of the Iron Guard 
movement of so destructive and anarchical a character; and 
it was from that source that it derived its dubious political 
pretensions.

When, in 1919, the Rumanians occupied Transylvania, 
they found at Kolozsvar a splendidly equipped university. 
M. Boitos ventures to bring against the Francis Joseph 
University of Kolozsvar the charge that from the days of 
its foundation in 1872 it never served scientific aims, being 
merely an instrument for the furtherance of magyarization. 
This charge will not hold water. The Kolozsvar University 
was the scene of valuable scientific work; a circumstance 
proved most clearly by the fact that it was the home of 
the labours of world-famed savants such as Stephen Apathy, 
one of the founders of modern physiology. M. Boitos takes 
pride in recording the fact that the Rumanians organized 
22 new chairs in addition to those already in existence in 
the University. The only question is, — how did the Ru
manians provide for the housing of the several scores of 
new chairs, scientific institutes, and laboratories? For the 
objective critic is compelled to establish that the new 
masters of the University did not show any particular zeal 
as builders. The magnificent building of the University 
Library and the impressive, dome-crowned building of the 
Pasteur Institute were both creations of that Hungarian rule 
of which M. Boitos maliciously alleges that in founding the 
University the Hungarians had in view, not scientific, but 
only chauvinistic aims. During the 22 years of Rumanian 
rule the extensive series of buildings belonging to the Ko
lozsvar University was extended only by the addition of a 
single structure —  the two-storied building serving clinical 
purposes erected opposite the Miko-utca Clinic which howe
ver even externally looks exceedingly insignificant beside 
the magnificent building of the University Library dating 
from the days of Hungarian rulq. And what a peculiar me
thod of comparison is that adopted by M. Boitos in setting
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over against one another the number of publications issued 
by the Francis Joseph University between 1872 and 1882 
(the first decade of its existence) and that of the publica
tions issued by the Regale Ferdinand University between 
1918 and 1928 (the first decade of its existence), drawing 
from the fact that in the first ten years of its existence the 
Hungarian university issued fewer publications than the 
Rumanian university in the first ten years of its existence 
conclusions of a most crushing character respecting the 
scientific activity of the Francis Joseph University. In his 
prepossession M. Boitos forgets the simple fact that in the 
decade between 1872 and 1882 modern printing technique 
was as yet unknown, as were also the modern methods of 
scientific publication, and that the volume of scientific know
ledge too was far less then than half a century later, so 
that the number of publications issued by the Hungarian 
university most certainly answered even the most exacting 
requirements of the science of the day. 1928 was separated 
from 1882 by 46 years —  i. e. by almost half a century; 
and, though the Rumanian university may have been able 
to issue in 1928 a number of publications exceeding that 
published by its predecessor fifty years earlier, no conclu
sions can be drawn from this fact relative to the respective 
scientific levels of the two universities.

It would be a waste of time to deal with the other 
chapters treating of the development of belles lettres, art, 
music, etc.: nothing is more natural than that life should 
have continued to pulsate in Transylvania after 1918 too; 
and it is extremely difficult to gauge the value of the deve
lopment. One thing is however indubitable, —  viz. that the 
upswing of Rumanian culture was almost necessarily ac
companied by a set-back in Hungarian culture. In 1918 the 
Hungarian Thalia was driven from the splendid home erected 
for her by the generosity of Hungarian society and the 
Hungarian State and compelled to retire to more humble 
quarters in the summer theatre. It was in vain that the 
Magyar theatrical world of Kolozsvar appealed for the
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restoration of its old, patinated home, which had been built 
for its use in old-world Farkas-utca more than a hundred 
years previously by the liberality of Hungarian society; the 
request was refused, though the Hungarian National Theatre 
of Kolozsvar, an institution with a past of a century and a 
half which was the oldest stage in South-Eastern Europe 
—  a stage with glorious traditions — , would certainly have 
deserved so much consideration. The request was refused, 
because the new rulers veritably revelled in the sight of 
Hungarian histrionic art consigned to the ignominy of a 
suburban music-hall. And, whereas the ASTRA (the cultural 
association of the Rumanians of Transylvania) was able to 
work intensively during the 22 years of Rumanian rule for 
the realization of its aims, the EMKE (the cultural associa
tion of the Magyars of Transylvania) had to suspend its 
activity, because the Rumanian Government refused to 
approve its statutes.

Do what we will with M. Boitos’s book, we cannot find 
in it any chapter of logical clearness calculated to convince 
us that during the 22 years of Rumanian rule Transylvania 
passed through an unbroken cultural development. All 
results have foretokens of either a positive or a negative 
character; and very often, taken absolutely, the negative 
considerations weigh more in the balance than the positive 
ones . . .
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